Submillimeter-scale dispersion micromanagement (DMM) is discussed and used to generate coherent and stable femtosecond visible pulses (bandwidth up to 50 nm and scalable center wavelength in the range of 385-625 nm) in tapered holey fibers as short as 10 mm. The longitudinal variation of the phase-matching conditions for Cherenkov radiation and four-wave mixing explains the results well. We compare the broadband noise of the visible pulses generated through a DMM holey fiber, a tapered fiber, and long holey fibers and find that DMM holey fibers offer the lowest noise for visible pulse generation. We discuss the importance of the distance scale of the DMM and show ultrabroadband visible pulse ͑180 nm͒ generation by submillimeter-scale DMM, which can be compressed to a 11 fs duration. We further apply DMM to polarization-maintaining holey fibers and show different center-wavelength visible pulse generation by changing the input polarization. With DMM flexibility, a strong f-2f beat signal for carrier-envelope phase stabilization is obtained by simply mixing the visible pulse generated by a DMM holey fiber with the second harmonic of the input pulse.
INTRODUCTION
Dispersion management in kilometer scale plays a key role in fiber-based telecommunications systems, and meter-scale dispersion management is widely used in mode-locked fiber lasers. Recently, anomalous dispersion in holey fibers (HFs) and tapered fibers (in the nearinfrared region) has greatly facilitated the generation of an octave bandwidth supercontinuum 1,2 with short pulses directly from the laser cavity. Many experimental and theoretical studies have been carried out to show that dispersion is indeed a critical parameter that can affect the continuum properties significantly. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] For highly nonlinear processes such as continuum generation, the nonlinear phase can be as large as / 4 within just a 1 mm propagation length. Therefore, it is important to manage the fiber dispersion on the submillimeter scale along the fiber length. 8 In this paper we investigate the effect of dispersion micromanagement (DMM) in short HFs over several different distance scales. We compare the continuum generation process in 1 -2 cm long HFs under three conditions: (a) uniform diameter along its length (i.e., no DMM), (b) tapered diameter where the dispersion changes over a scale of several millimeters, and (c) tapered diameter where the dispersion changes very rapidly (over a submillimeter distance). We experimentally demonstrate the generation, characterization, and application of low noise and spectrally coherent femtosecond anti-Stokes radiation (ASR) through our DMM HF technique. With our DMM schemes, the longitudinal fiber dispersion is an extra design degree of freedom, which we employ to generate tunable ASR centered from 385 to 625 nm. It is particularly important that with DMM, not only the center wavelength but also the bandwidth of the ASR can be controlled at the same time with conversion efficiency up to 20%. Note that the Ti:sapphire mode-locked laser source is tunable in the range of 700-1000 nm, enabling secondharmonic generation (SHG) in the range of 350-500 nm. This leaves a spectral gap in the range of 500-700 nm that can be bridged using DMM devices.
In Section 2 we show a theoretical analysis regarding longitudinal variation of the dispersion, group-velocity, and phase-matching conditions for Cherenkov radiation (CR), 7 and four-wave mixing (FWM) induced by DMM. In Section 3, generation of different color ASRs by various DMM schemes and detailed characterizations of ASRs are demonstrated. The time duration, bandwidth, spectral coherence, and broadband noise of the ASRs are characterized. Furthermore, we directly compare the rf broadband noise of the ASRs generated through the DMM method with that of other methods such as using a 6 cm tapered fiber and a 0.8 m constant diameter commercially available holey fiber. The results show that ASRs generated through DMM HFs have lower broadband noise than the other two methods under the condition of same coupled-in power, by up to a 20 dB margin. The low noise figure of the ASR makes it attractive as a visible source for many applications such as fluorescence microscopy, coherent anti-Stokes Raman-scattering (CARS) microscopy, and multiphoton microscopy, precision frequency measurement, optical coherence microscopy, etc. In Section 4 we investigate the importance of the distance scale of DMM. By manufacturing a DMM HF wherein the dispersion changes rapidly over a distance scale of ϳ1 mm, we generate an ultrabroadband ASR feature with ϳ180 nm bandwidth and high spectral coherence that can be com-pressed down to 11 fs. In Section 5 we further apply the DMM method to a polarization-maintaining (PM) holey fiber and generate ASRs with two different center wavelengths by simply changing the input polarization of the pulse. Finally in Section 6 we show how our DMM scheme can be used to generate a beat signal for carrier-envelope stabilization of a mode-locked laser by tuning the ASR exactly to the same wavelength as the SHG of the input wavelength.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF LONGITUDINAL PROPERTIES IN THE PRESENCE OF DISPERSION MICROMANAGEMENT
There are several methods of postprocessing optical fibers that allow longitudinal variation of the transverse profile. 9, 10 We fabricate DMM HFs using a CO 2 laser to heat and taper fibers under computer control. We carefully control the fiber temperature and pulling speed for the DMM tapering process without allowing the holes to collapse during the process.
The inset of Fig. 1(a) shows the input end of the 10 mm long DMM HF, with 3.3 and 1.45 m core diameters for the input and output surfaces. We first explore the fiber properties within the 6 mm parabolically tapered section. We show the group-velocity dispersion curve in Fig. 1(b) with the zero-dispersion wavelength of the fiber shifting from 865 nm down to 630 nm. In Fig. 1(c) , the groupvelocity curve shows that the FWM condition also moves toward the blue side as we taper the fiber to a smaller diameter. Figure 1(d) shows the resonant wavelength of the CR 3, 4 that is phase matched with the Raman-shifted input soliton. We see that it shifts from 665 to 350 nm along the taper length as the diameter decreases. Here the CR resonant wavelength along the DMM fiber is referred to the specific wavelength that satisfies the phase-matching condition of ⌬␤ = 0 (Ref. 4):
where ␤ is the propagation constant; s and are the soliton and the CR frequencies, respectively; v g is the soliton group velocity; ␥ is the fiber nonlinear coefficient; and P s is the soliton peak power. We note that there is a significant variation of ␥ along the length of the fiber as well, as the A eff becomes smaller by as much as four times in our DMM tapers at the output end. These variations along the fiber length created by DMM offer a means to custom design the continuum generation, since the propagation constant ␤ and v g [plotted in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)] in Eq. (1) can be manipulated by the tapering process to create desired resonant wavelengths in the visible region. The longitudinal variation of the phase-matching conditions produced by DMM results in a controllable center wavelength and controllable broadening of the resonant ASR bandwidth. Note that since the CR is located in a shorter wavelength region compared with the input , we refer to it here as ASR. Figure 1 
GENERATION, CHARACTERIZATION, AND ANALYSIS OF ANTI-STOKES RADIATION LIGHT GENERATED BY DISPERSION MICROMANAGEMENT SCHEMES
After the 10 mm DMM HF (consisting of a 6 mm tapering section) is manufactured, optical pulses of ϳ100 fs duration tunable from a Ti: sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics Mai-Tai) are coupled into it and the output (fundamental mode) spectrum is analyzed with an Ando-6315 optical spectrum analyzer. With ϳ150 mW, 880 nm coupled power, an intense blue-violet ASR feature with ϳ40 nm FWHM bandwidth centered at 410 nm is generated [ Fig.  2(a) ]. In sharp contrast with the DMM HF, the continuum generated through the original (constant diameter) HF with a 3.3 m core diameter of the same length shows a much narrower continuum at the same coupled power, and in particular we note that no blue-violet feature is observed [ Fig. 2(b) ]. According to the analysis in Section 2, this behavior can be understood as follows. For a HF consisting of a 3.3 m constant core, the resonant wavelength of the ASR is fixed around 665 nm [ Fig. 1(c) ] with a fixed FWM bandwidth. In contrast, for the DMM HF, the resonant wavelength for CR generation changes continuously down the length of the fiber while, at the same time, enhanced FWM on the blue side proceeds while the nonlinearity increases with propagation, finally leading to a strong resonant ASR generation with a broad bandwidth located in the blue-violet region. This cannot be generated through a constant core 3.3 m HF. Note that the nonlin- earity of the DMM HF is larger than the original HF; therefore, under the same length and same input power condition, the constant core HF does not reach the soliton fission point, and the spectrum generated through it is mostly due to self-phase modulation (SPM) and is therefore much narrower.
For certain applications such as precision frequency metrology, 12 the noise properties of the optical source are critical to system performance. We previously investigated the spectral coherence properties of the continuum generation in tapered single-mode optical fibers using a delayed-pulse method, 13 and we find that conditions that result in high spectral coherence also generally result in low rf noise signal generation. The upper inset of Fig. 2(a) shows the averaged interference patterns between consecutive 410 nm pulses in the pulse train. The high visibility of the interference fringes ͑ϳ0.8͒ suggests that the ASR is generated by a deterministic process. 13 Otherwise, if the ASR is generated by a random process, we would expect that the interference fringes would exhibit low visibility. High visibility is expected in this case because SPM of the input soliton provides a small amount of required coherent seed in the resonant ASR region. During the soliton fission process (SFP), 4 coherent amplification occurs with high efficiency because of the continuously varying phase-matching conditions as a result of the DMM. We use the cross-correlation frequency-resolved optical gating (XFROG) technique 14 to measure the timefrequency structure of our pulses. The inset on the right in Fig. 2(a) is the XFROG trace of the blue-violet pulse, which shows that the ASR is a well-isolated feature in both spectrum and time domain, without significant substructure in either dimension. For a 150 mW input power at 880 nm, the ASR is measured to have a 77 fs duration. 8 Combining the detailed characterizations of the blueviolet ASR with our theoretical analysis, we are able to investigate the role of DMM in the generation of ASR in more depth. As we know, the continuum generation can be well described as a high-order SFP. 4 Similarly, the continuum generated through a DMM HF can be described as a SFP, however, with longitudinally varying group velocity, dispersion, nonlinearity, and phase-matching conditions. At the beginning, the high-order input soliton experiences strong compression in the time domain, and SPM resulting from the high peak power generates small seeds in the ASR region. Among them, the resonant ASR part is amplified most intensely when it overlaps in time with the Raman-shifted pump soliton, which happens at the beginning phase of the SFP. For our experiment, the input power is controlled such that the fission starts near the end section of the DMM HF. As a result of the longitudinal variation of the fiber dispersion, there is a range of phase-matching conditions along the length of the fiber. The ASR is generated within this average phasematching range during the fission process. For example, within the last millimeter of the DMM fiber taper, the fiber core diameter reduces from 1.9 to 1.5 m. Over this distance, the corresponding resonant wavelength changes from 430 to 350 nm. Under these conditions, we observe a 40 nm bandwidth ASR output centered at 410 nm, which is within this phase-matching range [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Not only can the bandwidth of the ASR be manipulated, but so can its center location. We have designed and fabricated DMM schemes so that broadband ultrafast light located at any visible wavelength can be generated. Specifically, we fabricated a second DMM HF ͑18 mm͒ parabolically tapered down from the 3.3 m core diameter (same as the previous HF) to 2.5 m. Using the same theoretical analysis, with 920 nm input , the resonant ASR wavelengths for the second DMM end section (from 2.7 to 2.5 m) ranges from 545 to 510 nm, predicting an emission centered at ϳ528 nm [the inset in Fig. 2(c) ]. Figure 2(c) shows the experimental output spectrum with a well-isolated and strong green component. The center wavelength of the green component is 538 nm with a 28 nm FWHM bandwidth, which again fits well with the theoretical prediction [the inset in Fig. 2(c) ]. The strong green ASR contains ϳ20% of the total output power.
Here we observe that the ASR is an intense, isolated, single pulse that exhibits low noise. The mutual spectral coherence measurement of the green pulse shows very high fringe contrast [Ͼ90% in Fig. 2(d) ], indicating again that a deterministic process created the green pulse. An autocorrelation measurement trace for the green pulse is shown in the inset of Fig. 2(d) , indicating 70 fs duration with no pulse wings. To demonstrate the scalability of our scheme, we fabricated a set of DMM fiber tapers to produce a series of ASR wavelengths covering the entire visible spectrum, as shown in Fig. 3 .
We now discuss the noise properties of broadband optical sources. As we have noted, a common approach to broadband light generation is to couple large amounts of laser power into fibers (HFs or tapered fibers) to generate a white-light continuum, then spectrally slice part of the continuum as needed. However, the continuum generated in such a way without careful control is complex and can contain significant substructures in the time and frequency domain, 13, [15] [16] [17] [18] leading to undesirable and unevenly distributed noise, and instability for different wavelength regions, which is not suitable for the applications that require stable input (e.g., Refs. 19 and 20) .
Specifically, broadband noise that is seeded from the laser input shot noise and is amplified during the continuum generation process sets a limit to the continuum stability. 17 In Ref. 17 , a large amplitude fluctuation (up to 50%) for continuum generation through a HF was observed. Here we study the noise behavior of DMM tapers and make a detailed comparison with conventional approaches in the ASR region. We compare the results obtained with three methods: DMM HFs, 6 cm tapered fiber with a 2.7 m core diameter, and a 0.8 m long HF with a 2.6 m constant core diameter. The input is chosen to be fixed at 920 nm at a 125 mW coupled input power, and we analyze three specific wavelengths: 535, 580, and 620 nm. We use a Schott Veril tunable interference filter to select the corresponding spectral portions. The filtered components are then sent to a fast photodetector (New Focus 1 GHz bandwidth) and RF spectrum analyzer for broadband noise measurements. To generate ASR components at the three wavelengths, we made three DMM HFs. All three DMM HFs consist of a 10 mm DMM region, tapered from an input core diameter of 3.3 m down to 2.4, 2.6, and 2.8 m, with total lengths of 19, 23, and 24 mm, respectively. Figure 4 (a) shows the filtered spectra corresponding to the three methods. Continuum generation by conventional methods results in fine spectral structure as well as a complex time structure. In contrast, the spectrum of the DMM fiber contains no fine spectral structure, and as a result the filtered DMM spectra have a very smooth shape. By adjusting a variable attenuator before the detector, these filtered spectral components are measured at equal received power of ϳ100 W. With 10 kHz resolution bandwidth, we observe very different broadband noise levels. Figure 4(b) shows the broadband noise comparisons for 535 nm ASRs. The ASR generated by the DMM HF is ϳ10 dB lower in noise than that generated through the tapered fiber and is ϳ17 dB lower in noise than that generated through the long HF. We summarize the measurement results for ASRs centered at 535, 580, and 620 nm in Fig. 4(c) . These data show that the ASR pulses generated with DMM always have the lowest broadband noise, typically 9 -20 dB lower than that generated through the tapered fiber and the long HF.
We now discuss why the DMM scheme results in superior noise performance compared with conventional techniques. As mentioned previously, for the DMM fiber, the SFP happens close to the end of the DMM section so that the visible ASR is optimally shaped both in the time and in the frequency domains before any more complex soliton fission collisions take place. In contrast, for the tapered fiber and long HF cases, the SFP will continue, and the ASR is generated not only by the first fission collision process but also by the successive fissions. 21 As a result, the ASR part in the long HF or tapered fiber experiences more FWM, cross-phase modulation, and modulation instability. Under these conditions, the spectrum contains significant spectral substructure. Furthermore, these successive nonlinear processes amplify the broadband noise that is seeded by the shot noise of the input laser pulses. The DMM method, compared with the other two, suffers less from noise amplification.
We believe that broadband femtosecond ASR pulses generated in DMM HFs with such well-controlled properties will be useful in many applications, such as fluorescence microscopy, CARS microscopy, optical coherence tomography, frequency metrology, etc.
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DISPERSION MICROMANAGEMENT ON A VERY SHORT DISTANCE SCALE
To gain more insight into the relation between ASR bandwidth and the distance scale of the DMM tapering, we (Color online) Measured spectra of the centerwavelength scalable ASRs from 385 to 625 nm generated with different DMM schemes. Right, color pictures from the output end of the DMM fibers. made a DMM HF consisting of a very short DMM part, where the core diameter is constant at 2.0 m over 7.5 mm, and is then increased to 2.8 m within a distance of only 1.0 mm [see the inset of Fig. 5(a) ]. We couple 908 nm, 100 fs pulses into the fiber with 150 mW average power, and generate a very broadband ASR with ϳ180 nm FWHM bandwidth and ϳ9 mW power in the region of 500-700 nm. Figure 5 (a) shows the total spectrum of the continuum, and Fig. 5(b) shows a spectral coherence measurement for the range of 500-730 nm. The high visibility of the interference fringes indicates a high spectral coherence for the ASR, which suggests that this ASR pulse might be compressible in the time domain. To investigate this we use a pair of fused-silica prisms to compress the ASR pulse. When the separation between the prism pair is ϳ42 cm, the ASR pulse duration reaches a minimum point (by monitoring the noncollinear autocorrelation trace). The shortest compression autocorrelation trace is shown in Fig. 5(c) , and the autocorrelation trace has ϳ16.8 fs FWHM, which corresponds to ϳ11.3 fs if we assume the pulse has a Gaussian shape in the time domain. The pedestal of the autocorrelation trace is probably caused by the uncompensated higher-order dispersion in the system. We are carrying out further experiments to determine the limit of this technique. Furthermore, we are characterizing the rf noise of the spectrally sliced broadband light to compare this with those previously discussed.
DISPERSION MICROMANAGEMENT WITH POLARIZATION-MAINTAINING HOLEY FIBERS
This versatile DMM technique can be scaled to shorter or longer fibers and different fiber designs such as doped, multimode, PM, or others. Here we experimentally demonstrate that by applying DMM to PM holey fibers, we can generate two different color ASRs by simply launching the input pulse polarization (Fig. 6 ) along the two principal axes. Figure 6(a) shows the cross section of a PM HF (Crystal Fibre A/S), which exhibits an asymmetric core shape.
The mechanism behind the two-color ASRs can be easily understood as follows: Since the dispersion curves of the two axes of the PM fiber are size dependent, the resonant wavelength of the ASR will reflect the size difference by generating a different color ASR. After the DMM process, the PM fiber has ϳ0.15 m difference in mode diameter for the two axes, which leads to the generation of one ASR centered at ϳ510 nm and the other ASR centered at ϳ540 nm, with a ϳ30 nm difference for the center locations [ Fig. 6(a) ]. It would be possible to rapidly change the wavelength output by rapidly modulating the input pulse polarization.
APPLICATION IN CARRIER-FREQUENCY STABILIZATION
In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate one application by making use of the flexibility of the DMM technique to generate an f-2f beat signal for carrier-envelope phase (CEP) stabilization using an ASR that is resonant with the second harmonic of the input laser. In the year 2000, remarkable progress in the use of mode-locked lasers for CEP stabilization was demonstrated. 12 A photonic crystal fiber was used to generate a continuum that spans more than one octave. A long-wavelength continuum component is frequency doubled and mixed with a shortwavelength continuum component, resulting in an f-2f signal that is used as the feedback signal to correct the CEP. 12 Here we have a different approach. We designed a DMM scheme to generate an ASR with a center wavelength exactly located at the second-harmonic wavelength of our input pulse, and we frequency mix it with the SHG of our input pulse [ Fig. 7(a) ]. Figure 7(b) shows the spectral overlap between the ASR and the SHG of the input. The ASR is generated by a DMM HF ͑16 mm͒ tapered from 3.3 to 2.2 m. By making the ASR and SHG overlap in the time domain and in the spatial mode, we obtained a beat signal with signal-to-noise ratio of 37 dB above the averaged noise background [ Fig. 7(c) ]. Since we did not isolate the environmental noise, and did not have active control in the setup to stabilize the laser repetition rate, the center frequency of the beat signal drifted slowly. With further noise isolation and repetition rate stabilization, we would expect a higher signal-to-noise ratio for the beat signal, which would be desirable for precision frequency metrology applications. 12, 24 This scheme has three potential advantages over conventional approaches to generating CEP error signals. First, the ASR intensity in the blue can be much higher than the blue part of the continuum that is generated normally; second, the noise content of the fundamental frequency is expected to be lower than that of the infrared continuum component that is typically generated; and finally, with our method, the DMM fiber system and the input laser's SHG can be independently adjusted. In the conventional method, however, the SHG should be adjusted after the photonic crystal fiber system is optimized. Therefore, this scheme might be superior to other schemes. We are investigating this further.
CONCLUSION
We discuss experimental and theoretical results in dispersion micromanagement in holey fibers and demonstrate its usefulness in the generation of wavelength-scalable, low-noise, and spectrally coherent visible ultrashort light pulses. This versatile DMM technique can be further scaled to shorter or longer fibers and different fiber designs such as PM, doped, multimode, or others. The generated ASR pulses should be useful in several fields such as precision frequency metrology as shown in this paper and other microscopy applications. Under the extreme conditions of continuum generation, such a strongly nonlinear system is indeed very sensitive to the detailed structure of the longitudinal profile of the fiber dispersion, and postprocessing with submillimeter accuracy of such fibers offers a new and convenient design degree of freedom. Further investigation in optimizing the DMM scheme to generate broader bandwidth, shorter compressed pulses, and scaling to larger output powers will be reported elsewhere.
